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MU is a university of opportunity that serves a wide array of students. Nearly half of our students are the first in their family to go to college. When combined, more than two-thirds of CMU students are either first generation, low income and/or minority students. For these students and many others a college degree is expensive bordering on unaffordable. These facts are not lost on supporters of Colorado Mesa University — generous people who helped the CMU Foundation shatter an all-time fundraising record during the past fiscal year. Donors gave an unprecedented $9.6 million to the CMU Foundation, eclipsing the previous milestone of $7.9 million set in 2012. Most of that money will provide scholarships for students who otherwise may not have had the opportunity to pursue a higher education.

Other gifts have been earmarked to finance special projects at the university, providing students with world-class opportunities. The record-breaking funding came from donors large and small, but every gift was heartfelt. In this year’s annual report, you’ll read the stories of three very different philanthropists, each of whom stepped up to become life-changers for CMU students. You’ll learn why one well-known philanthropist, a consistent supporter of workforce development in Colorado, gave $458,144 to fund the new, state-of-the-art Mobile Learning Lab at Western Colorado Community College. We’ll also share the story of a New Mexico man who donated $100,000 from his parents’ estate to create a new scholarship fund for Mesa County students. The gift was inspired in part by memories of his grandfather, a former Grand Junction school superintendent who co-founded CMU. And we’ll introduce you to a longtime CMU employee who finds a way each year to donate a generous amount of her earnings to brighten the future of students. These philanthropists, and all of the others who supported the fundraising efforts of the CMU Foundation, have very likely made a life-altering difference for students they might never meet.

As always, we stand in awe of their wonderful generosity and humanity, and offer our sincerest gratitude to each person who gave.

Sincerely,

Tim Foster, President
Colorado Mesa University
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For many students attending college would not be possible without the help of scholarships. CMU has remained an affordable option and is dedicated to making college attainable for as many students as possible. This work and the hand up for students would not be possible without the generous gifts, large and small, given by donors. A gift to create a new Mobile Learning Lab to deliver education to people in rural areas, an endowment to honor a family legacy and a CMU employee who has consistently given for more than 20 years are just a few of the generous gifts that contributed to the CMU Foundation raising a total of $9.6 million in the past fiscal year.
BRINGING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO REMOTE AREAS

Humble beginnings were a temporary obstacle for Donald Sturm, a self-described “kid from Brooklyn” whose father, like many other families of the time, lost everything when the stock market crashed and the Great Depression began in 1929.

Sturm speaks affectionately today of “great parents” who encouraged him to become the first in his family to graduate from college. He earned three college diplomas (including a law degree from the University of Denver and a master’s of law in taxation from New York University) – serving in the U.S. Army after being an undergraduate – and then, over the next five decades, built an empty bank account into a fortune that eventually put him on the *Forbes* magazine list of the 400 richest Americans.

“Each of those degrees motivated me toward creating the career I wanted for myself, and now I’m motivated to help other people do the same thing through education,” said the 87-year-old chairman of the board for Sturm Financial Group, an independent banking organization and parent company of ANB Bank, which has $2.6 billion in assets.

The life he has lived should be available to anyone, said the Denver-based millionaire, whose generous gift to the CMU Foundation will help fund a Mechatronics Mobile Learning Lab that will bring new educational opportunities to remote areas of western Colorado.

“Whether people choose to be in a trade, go to a community college or a four-year university, education will add to the quality of their lives.”

Mechatronics is a manufacturing and technology discipline that integrates software, programmable electronic control sensors, robotics and mechanical systems into automated equipment and advanced manufacturing processes. The new, state-of-the-art training facility will enable WCCC to bring classes to areas of western Colorado that previously had no access to such opportunities.

The $458,144 donation, made in conjunction with ANB Bank, was part of a record-breaking $9.6 million fundraising effort by the CMU Foundation, and the

"Whether people choose to be in a trade, go to a community college or a four-year university, education will add to the quality of their lives.”

—Donald Sturm

Below: Mark Sturm, who emigrated to the United States from Austria, lost everything when the stock market crashed and the Great Depression began. He encouraged his son, Donald (shown with his wife, Susan, below right) to become the first in his family to graduate from college, and gave him $50 a month to help him get through law school. Donald earned three college diplomas and is motivated to help others do the same thing.
new laboratory on wheels will be the third major contribution the Sturm family has made to CMU. A previous gift funded the Sturm Family Manufacturing Lab at Western Colorado Community College (WCCC).

“The philosophy Don has described not only describes who he is as a person, but also resonates with the culture of our bank,” said Vance Wagner, regional president for ANB Bank in western Colorado. “We believe that helping people get a better education leads to a better life and a healthier community, which is one of the core principles of our organization.”

“Not everybody in Colorado lives close to a higher education facility. In more-remote areas, education has to be brought to the people who want it and need it,” said Sturm, who spent 28 years with Peter Kiewit Sons, one of the largest employee-owned construction companies in the nation, and eventually earned the title vice chairman. “This lab will enable people in rural areas to learn a trade, enhance their lives and become a part of the American dream.”

Sturm’s philanthropy is traceable, in part, to his father, Mark Sturm, who was raised by an aunt after emigrating to the U.S. from Austria as a young man. Sturm’s father saved, invested and rose to prominence as a restaurant manager before losing all in the crash of 1929.

When Don Sturm was working his way through law school at the University of Denver his father helped out by sending $50 a month.

A turning point for Sturm came while working as an IRS trial attorney in Kansas City, when construction mogul Peter Kiewit called and hired him away. Sturm helped the company excavate itself from a $35 million tax deficiency and turned the problem into a $5 million tax refund. At 31, he began a relationship with Kiewit which lasted 28 years and included stock gifts and purchases that (according to Forbes) enabled Sturm to walk away with $160 million when he left the company.

From there, he ventured into the banking industry, a road that led to ANB Bank.

“Coming from a construction background, I’ve encountered all kinds of people in different trades — people who worked together to complete our projects. There’s nothing better than teamwork,” said Sturm. “A lot of those people were not college graduates – they were self-trained or got a trade education.”

“That’s what I want to help people accomplish with the Mechatronics Mobile Learning Lab,” he said. “It’s an innovative idea and I love innovative things. This lab could change the lives of many people in rural areas of the state.”

Editor’s Note: Read more about the WCCC Mobile Learning Lab on page 15 of The Maverick magazine.
Rock Tope, now 68, warmly recalls how comfortable he felt as a child chatting with his aging grandfather over breakfast, whenever his family would travel from New Mexico to visit the big, white two-story house on Grand Avenue in Grand Junction.

Richard E. Tope was in his mid-80s by then, but Rock remembers an easy-going man with a wry sense of humor who knew how to talk to children. It was a talent he no doubt honed as an educator, first as principal at Grand Junction High School and then, from 1918-1938, as superintendent of Mesa County Valley School District 51. Tope Elementary School, built on North 7th Street in 1947, still bears his name today.

Rock’s grandfather, who died in 1962, is also remembered as a co-founder of Grand Junction Junior College established in 1925, which during the last 94 years has evolved to Colorado Mesa University. This, in part, is why Richard’s children, Dwight and Josephine (Rock’s father and aunt), created the Richard E. Tope Memorial Scholarship at the college nearly 40 years ago.

“Our parents left their estate to my brother and me when our mother passed away six years ago, but they left almost no instructions about what they wanted done with it,” said Rock, whose father retired as an insurance executive, and whose mom was the daughter of a prominent Baptist minister.

“I made a couple of significant donations in my parents’ name to a local (Albuquerque) hospital, and also to the Humane Society,” he said. “But last year, as I was reading CMU’s Annual Report, a lightbulb came on: We could create a scholarship at the university in my parents’ name, the same way my dad and aunt did all those years ago to honor my grandfather.”

—Rock Tope
name, the same way my dad and aunt did all those years ago to honor my grandfather.”

Tope’s $100,000 endowment to the Colorado Mesa University Foundation created the Dwight and Carolyn Tope Scholarship, which will provide nearly $4,500 a year in scholarships for Mesa County students.

The generous gift is part of the CMU Foundation’s $9.6 million fundraising effort during the past fiscal year — built largely on small and moderate gifts from countless supporters who are giving students a hand up.

“My brother and I learned responsibility and morality from our parents — those qualities were very important to them,” said Rock, who currently lives in Albuquerque. “This scholarship seemed like something they really would have liked and, to me, it felt like a perfect way to give back to a community that was always very important to our family. It’s got my parent’s name on it, it’s going to help a lot of kids get an education and it’ll be around forever.”

Tope’s $100,000 endowment created the Dwight and Carolyn Tope Scholarship, which will provide nearly $4,500 a year in scholarships for Mesa County students.

“Getting through college, for me, was also about finding scholarships, working, saving money – those kinds of things – and I think all of that had an impact on me,” said Borst, who has been an employee of the library at Colorado Mesa University since 1981. “A lot of people helped me get my education and I guess that’s why I’m kind of paying it forward.”

Indeed, Borst has made a gift to the university every year for more than two decades, including the most-recent fiscal year, when her annual gift helped the CMU Foundation raise a total of $9.6 million.

“I originally started giving money to the Athletic Department, primarily to the men’s basketball team, when it was still Mesa College. I’ve been a big basketball fan ever since I was a little girl,” said Borst, who helped compile statistics at the games for many years. “Later on, after I started attending theatre productions, supporting them became important to

Above: Dwight and Carolyn Tope, parents of Rock Tope, who created the Dwight and Carolyn Tope Scholarship which will provide nearly $4,500 a year in scholarships for Mesa County students.

Above: Barbara Borst helping a student in Tomlinson Library in the 1980s. Above right: Barbara Borst today, keeping the library collection updated and balanced, ensuring students have the materials they need.

TWENTY YEARS OF GIVING

As one of five children of a Presbyterian minister, Barbara Borst understood by the time she graduated high school that her family operated on a relatively tight budget. This reality made the teenager grateful when her mother surprised her with a generous offer.

“Mom said, ‘We’ll help you get through college … then you can help your younger siblings get through when their time comes,’” remembers Borst, who earned a bachelor’s degree from Sterling College in Kansas and a master’s from Indiana University.

“A lot of people helped me get my education and I guess that’s why I’m kind of paying it forward.”

— Barbara Borst

Above: Dwight and Carolyn Tope, parents of Rock Tope, who created the Dwight and Carolyn Tope Scholarship which will provide nearly $4,500 a year in scholarships for Mesa County students.
BEST. BIRTHDAY. EVER.

One day, one BIG record. On April 10, 2019, nearly 1,000 donors raised $39,234 for Colorado Mesa University — turning 94-years-old doesn’t get any better.

During the third annual Day of Giving, donors could choose from a total of 18 organizations, clubs or projects to support. The gifts had the greatest impact on the Biological Sciences Fish & Wildlife Club project. They received the $5,000 challenge bonus. Commerce Trust and the CMU Foundation Board of Directors offered the bonus to the campaign with the most donors. The project raised a total of $9,870 which was then matched by the Colorado-Wyoming American Fisheries Society Chapter. The Biological Sciences Fish & Wildlife Club’s purpose is to enhance educational experiences for students interested in natural resource careers through research, field trips and guest speakers. The gifts raised are going towards establishing an endowment, which will yield annual scholarships for club members.

To view all of the campaigns and to see the full results, visit SupportingCMU.org/celebrate94.

me. I wanted to help purchase the equipment and materials they needed to produce some of the plays they wanted to bring in.”

In recent years, she has given to the foundation for specific projects.

“Sometimes the money goes for scholarships. I don’t know the people who are receiving them, but that’s fine,” she said. “It just makes me feel good to help a student who needs it.”

Although she spent most of her younger years in Kansas, Borst is a Colorado native. She was born in Salida and briefly attended elementary school in Delta.

“I could see the Grand Mesa from my bedroom window,” she remembered. “When we moved to Kansas, I told my mother I was determined to come back to Colorado someday. It took a while, but I finally made it back in 1981 and I’ve been here ever since.”

In her 38th year at CMU, Borst is the Tomlinson Library collection development coordinator primarily responsible for keeping the library collection updated and balanced to ensure that students have the materials they need to complete their assignments.

“Building the library collection is what I most enjoy about my job,” she said. “I really love interacting with the faculty, and I also enjoy the 10 hours each week that I work at the reference desk. I like helping students find the materials they need.”

“It just makes me feel good to help a student who needs it.” — Barbara Borst
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

The 2018–19 fiscal year was one to remember at the Colorado Mesa University Foundation. Of utmost importance is over $6 million was spent to support the mission of CMU. These funds supported scholarships, capital initiatives, academic departments, student clubs, athletics and student support services — included in this total was $2.6 million in student scholarships, which provided a hand up to 889 students. This support was accomplished only through the amazing generosity of our donors.

New milestones were achieved as the endowment reached nearly $35 million dollars. Invested for the future, these funds are able to supply the necessary support to our campus on an annual basis into perpetuity. The substantial growth in the endowment is attributed to $3.5 million in gifts to it. A list of endowments can be found on page 12 of this report.

8,449
Gifts received

13.38%
Increase in number of gifts

6.19%
Increase in number of donors

15.64%
Growth in endowment
Gifts Received

```
Year | Millions of Dollars
----|-------------------
2015 | $5.6              
2016 | $4.4              
2017 | $6.7              
2018 | $7.5              
2019 | $9.6
```

Endowment Value

```
Year | Millions of Dollars
----|-------------------
2015 | $24.5            
2016 | $24.6            
2017 | $27.7            
2018 | $30.2            
2019 | $34.9
```

Scholarship Dollars Awarded

```
Year | Millions of Dollars
----|-------------------
2015 | $976,423          
2016 | $1,189,106        
2017 | $1,518,224        
2018 | $1,836,465        
2019 | $2,623,059
```

Support Provided to CMU

```
Year | Millions of Dollars
----|-------------------
2015 | $2,000,000        
2016 | $3,000,000        
2017 | $4,000,000        
2018 | $5,000,000        
2019 | $6,035,318
```

Scholarship dollars awarded in fiscal year 2018–19: $2.6M
Increase in scholarship dollars awarded: 42.83%
Amount of scholarships awarded since 1962: $18M
The amount spent to support CMU’s mission in 2018–19: $6M
1925 is a very important year for Colorado Mesa University; the year of its founding. The Foundation cannot overstate the significant role that endowments play in scholarship support for students. Therefore, the 1925 Society was created to celebrate the individuals with the foresight and generosity to establish endowed funds of $25,000 or greater that will benefit students for generations to come.

Endowed funds are used to provide permanent funding and scholarship opportunities to Colorado Mesa University. Funds are invested and the earnings that are generated go to support an area of Colorado Mesa University as directed by the founder.

Albert J. and Marion T. Merlino Scholarship
∞ Anthony Lopez Memorial Scholarship
∞ Arbaney Family Endowed Scholarship
B & B Electric Scholarship
Bacon Family Foundation Foreign Student Scholarship
Baines/Riede Memorial Scholarship
Barry A. Bishop Endowed Scholarship
∞ Barry Michrina Memorial Scholarship
∞ Bauerle Family Endowed Scholarship
∞ Bechtel Family Scholarship
Beckley/Weaver Scholarship
Biggs-Zollner Faculty Enrichment Grant
Bill and Peggy Foster Endowed Scholarship Fund
Blanche Buescher Business Endowed Scholarship Fund
∞ Blaney-Maluy Family Scholarship
∞ Brownson Memorial Leadership Scholarship
Bruce and Frances Crowell Scholarship
Bruce and Louise Dixson Scholarship
∞ Bus Bergman Baseball Scholarship
∞ Campbell Rogers General Scholarship
∞ Carl and Betty Wahlberg Partners Scholarship
∞ Carolyn D. Love Scholarship Fund
∞ Chet Enstrom Memorial Scholarship
∞ CMU Alumni Association Scholarship
∞ CMU Emeriti/Retired Staff Scholarship
Connie McIntire-Altrusa Scholarship Endowment
∞ Copeland Family Endowed Scholarship
∞ Cornelison Memorial/ WCCC General
∞ Cullen R. Brown Endowed Scholarship
Dan Brant Jr. Memorial Scholarship
∞ David M. Gardner Memorial Scholarship
Dean-Roush Scholarship
Dieter Sander Engineering Endowed Scholarship
Dixson B.A.S. in Business Administration Endowed Scholarship
Dixson Scholar/Mentor Award
∞ Don MacKendrick History Scholarship
∞ Don Meyers Art Scholarship
∞ Donna H. Crouch Memorial Scholarship
∞ Doyle E. Burns Scholarship
∞ Dr. Dorr Burns Computer Science Scholarship
Dr. Henry H. and Margaret Zeigel Fund
∞ Dr. Richard Ballard Endowed Scholarship
∞ Dr. Ruth Maurer Flute Program Endowment
∞ Dwight and Carolyn Tope Endowed Scholarship

Eileen Nagatomo Townsend Memorial Scholarship
∞ Elliott Family, Carter & Lena Elliott Scholarship
Emerson Family Nursing Scholarship Fund
∞ Eric “The Hawk” Hawkins Men’s Basketball Endowed Scholarship
∞ Ernest D. Buescher Memorial Endowed Scholarship
∞ Esther Herr Memorial Scholarship
Ethel Mae Moor Applied Music Fund
Eva Cheek Memorial Scholarship
FirstBank of Colorado Low Income Scholarship
∞ Foltz Family Scholarship Endowment
Football Alumni Endowment
∞ Forrest Nelson Endowed Geology Fund
Gean F. Lipson Trust Endowed Scholarship Fund
George and Masuo Nagatomo Memorial Scholarship
Geoscience Tuition Scholarship
Gerlach Music Scholarship
∞ Goffredi Memorial Scholarship
Gormley Memorial Scholarship
∞ Gower, Morford, Oleskevich & Kansgen Foreign Languages Scholarship
Grand Junction New Car & Truck Dealers Association Scholarship
Greer, Lapham, and Roth UTEC Scholarship
Harriet Slagowski Memorial & Victoria Noell Family Endowment
Hazel and Victor Garms Memorial Scholarship Fund
∞ Helen Krey Scholarship
Horan Family Endowed Football Scholarship
Howard E. Scott Maverick Scholarship
∞ Inez Hulting Petersen Memorial Scholarship
Institute for Supply Management Scholarship
International Student Program Endowed Scholarship
Jack, Wiley, and Calvin Gower History Scholarship
∞ Jackie Cochran Borello Scholarship
∞ John E. Groneman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Jose Peer Memorial Scholarship
∞ Joseph and Delia Prinster Family Scholarship
∞ Josephine Roessler-Prinster Scholarship
Joy and Alfred Shideler Endowed Scholarship Fund
Kevin Wagner Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
Knudson Family Endowed Scholarship
∞ Krey Special Purpose Scholarship Fund
Kristopher B. Buescher Memorial Scholarship
Lathrop Scholarship
LeRoy Bacon Memorial Scholarship
∞ Liff Miller Nursing Scholarship
∞ Lisa and Tim Foster Scholarship
∞ Lou Morton & Dale J. Hollingsworth Poli-Sci Scholarship
Louis and Betty Brach Scholarship
Loyd and Cordelia Files Memorial Scholarship
Lucero Family Endowed Scholarship
∞ MacEvoy Family Endowed Scholarship
Madge Huffer Scholarship
Mai and William S. Robinson Scholarship
Mai Robinson English Scholarship
Margaret Goodhue-Altrusa Scholarship Endowment
Marion Fletcher Scholarship
Marjorie Sollenbarger Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Mark Zoppel Memorial Scholarship
Mary Elizabeth (McDonald) Dolan Scholarship
Mary Rait/Mary Jewell Willsea Endowed Grants Fund
Mattié Smith Wagler Scholarship
∞ Maverick Innovation Center Endowment
∞ MBA Alumni Endowment
Merle and Thelma Lanning Scholarship
Mesa County Medical Society Scholarship
∞ Mesa Scholarship Initiative Endowment
∞ Meyer Family Endowment
∞ Micah Dancy Music Scholarship
Milton W. “Red” Crawford Tennis Scholarship
Moss Fairley Wagler Scholarship
∞ Nora Reed Burleigh Endowed Scholarship
Opal Snowden (Suzi) Boyd Memorial Fund
Petty Creek Farm Fund
Plumleigh Photojournalism Scholarship
∞ Professional Land Surveyors of Colorado Endowment
Randall Capp Family Endowed Scholarship
RBC Dain Rauscher Scholarship
Rex Howell Memorial Fund
Richard D. Dayvault Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Richard E. Tope Memorial Scholarship
Richard F. Gilmore Sr. DDS Endowed Scholarship Fund
Robert and Cynthia Cutter Scholarship
∞ Rocky Mountain Open Golf Tournament Endowment
Ron Halsey Memorial Scholarship
Rosalie Jean Bertram Endowed Scholarship
Rudolf and Fannie Susman Scholarship
∞ Rusty Crick Womens Volleyball Scholarship
∞ Ruth Powell Hutchins Water Center Endowment
∞ Ryan Teixeira Endowed Baseball Scholarship
S. Victor Wagler Scholarship
S. N. Wagler Scholarship
Sandra Hays Sells Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Sandy Bacon Memorial Scholarship
Shear Family Energy Management/Landman Program Endowed Scholarship
Slavens Endowed Fund
Stanley E. and Ruth M. T. Johnson Family Endowed Scholarship
Stephen Smith Women in Landman/Energy Management Endowed Scholarship
Steven J. Rekemeyer Scholarship
Strnad Family Nursing Scholarship
∞ Strobl Fiscus Scholarship Endowment
T. R. Braithwaite Scholarship
Ted and Maxine Albers Scholarship
The Moore Family Scholarship
The Schake Family Scholarship for Men’s Basketball
Tilman and Pat Bishop Endowed Scholarship
∞ Tom Mourey Annual Computer Science/Mathematics Award
Viola and Linden Moberly Scholarship
Western Colorado Contractors Association (WCCA) Scholarship
∞ Western Colorado Energy Scholar Endowment
William and Mai Robinson Endowed Lecture Fund
William Eli and Wanda Wray Putnam Scholarship
William H. Love Engineering Endowment
WSCOGA Chevron Energy Scholar Award
Thank you to our annual donors for their dedication to supporting student success at Colorado Mesa University. The following donors made gifts of $1,000 or more to the CMU Foundation between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. We also greatly appreciate the 4,600+ donors who are not listed but made a significant impact on the educational experience of all CMU students.

DONOR HONOR ROLL

Top: Chuck Shear and members of the CMU Women’s Soccer team at the Donors and Scholars event on September 12, 2018.

Below, left: President Tim Foster, Lori Raya, Distinguished Alumni Award recipient and Douglas Sorter, previous Alumni Association president. Below, right: Doug Simons, Distinguished Alumni Award recipient, in the CMU Homecoming parade on October 27, 2018.

VALEDICTORIAN

$100,000 and above

Buell Foundation
City of Grand Junction
City of Montrose
Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative
The Daniels Fund
The Denver Foundation
Guardian Scholars
Robert and Suzanne Love
Charles and Ruth Maurer
Mesa County Board of Commissioners
Forrest Nelson
Chuck and Patti Shear
St. Mary’s Hospital
Estate of Joyce Stoddard
The Sturm Family
Rock and Deborah Tope

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

$50,000–$99,999

Caring for Colorado Foundation
Charles and Shirley Clark
El Pomar Foundation
Ed and Lois Gardner
Montrose County Commissioners
Professional Land Surveyors of Colorado
Estate of Larry Reiter
Rocky Mountain Health Plans

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

$25,000–$49,999

ANB Bank
Richard Arbaney
Bank of the West
Phyllis Brownson
CAPCO
Chevron
CiviCO
Community Hospital
Crossroads to Health & Fitness
Estate of Shirley Gardner
The Foundation for Colorado Community Colleges
Home Loan Insurance
Logan Pearsall and James Pulsipher
Estate of Raymond Petersen
Pinnacol Assurance
Rocky Mountain Open
Rotary Club of Grand Junction
Doug and Sharon Schakel
Shaw Construction
Shear, Inc.
US Bank
Western Colorado Community Foundation

CUM LAUDE

$10,000–$24,999

Alpine Bank
American Fisheries Society - Colorado/Wyoming Chapter
Bacon Family Foundation
Bank of Colorado
Jack and Janet Baumstark
Thomas and Nancy Benton
Rob and Lisa Bickley
Estate of Stephen Boelter
Bulldog Energy Services
Jennifer Christ
The Clark Family Fund
Colorado Trust
Karen Combs
Gary and Christine Crone
Fisher’s Liquor Barn
Howard Foltz
Grand Junction Subaru
Hillary Hawkins
High Country Beverage
High Plains Pizza
Judith Hutchins
Max and Helen Krey
Donald MacKendrick
Mind Springs Health
Philip and Marjorie Odeen
Patrick Page
Sam and Lori Raya
Anne Saunders
Scott Schnuck
Shafer Marketing
Shaw Construction
Telluride Foundation
James Wahlberg
West Slope Colorado Oil and Gas Association
Western Colorado Contractors Association

TRUSTEES’ COUNCIL

$5,000–$9,999

Larry and Ruthmary Allison
American AgCredit
AMR Foundation for Research Education
Anonymous
Baker’s Boutique
Bank of Colorado
Be Impactful
Joel and Betty Bechtel
Michael and Nikki Blackburn
Boettcher Foundation
Charles and Robbie Breaux
Jeremy and Barbara Brown
Sandy and Holly Brownson
J. Reed and Lisa Bumgarner
Caprock Behavioral Services
Chamberlin Architects
LeeAnn Colloty
Colorado Federal Credit Union
Sharon Daniels
Edventure Partners
Carter and Lena Elliott
Robert and Barbara Engle
Enstrom Candies
Eventbrite
FCI Constructors
FHE USA
Janet Garber
Goodwin Foundation
Gun Smoke Outfitters
Kiwanis Club of Grand Junction
Knute and Sandi Knudson
Mark and Karen Madsen
Chi and Ferrell McClean
Mesa County Workforce Center
Mesa Juniors Volleyball Co
Steve and Anne Meyer
Mark Miller
Plante Moran
Jeffrey Neu
Patricia Powell
ProSpace Interiors
Rush Realty
Sodexo
Carole Strobl
Allan and Cecilia Teixeira
Trophy Case
Ute Water Conservancy District
Gary and Kay Walla
Western Colorado Radiologic Associates
Western States Arts Federation

**PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE**

**$2,500–$4,999**

1st Choice Real Estate Company
Adams 14 Education Foundation
American Business Women’s Association
Arch and Bonnie Archuleta
Asphalt Specialists & Supply
Asset Engineering Limited
B.L. Realty
Robert W. Baird & Company
Bruce Bauerle
Steven Biondo
Pat and the late Tilman Bishop
Brook Blaney
Pete Borello, Jr.
Barbara Borst
Ed Bozarth - Mark Miller Chevrolet
Bray & Company Real Estate
Buescher Family Limited Partnership
Caitlyn Lear Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ed and Barbara Chamberlin
Chick-fil-A
Mark Chiono
Commerce Bank
CoorsTek
Courtyard By Marriott
Joe Cruz and Jane Kuenzel
Dalby, Wendland & Company
Davis Partnership Architects
Delta Montrose Electric Association
Douglas and Rebecca Dodson
Jonathan Foltz
Tim and Lisa Foster
Fruita Consumers Co-op Association
David and Margaret Goodhue
David Gowhari
Robert Hann
Haworth Marketing + Media
Becket and Kristie Hinson
HopeWest
Ken and Rose Johnson
Kenneth and Kelly Johnson
Kelly, Scott and Madison
David and Laura Ludlam
John and Vicki Mansur
John and Linde Marshall
McDonald’s
Mesa County Crime Stoppers
Bill and Patti Milius
Charlie Montfort
John Moore
My Favorite Muffin
Networks Unlimited
NIRA Rocky Mountain Region
Odyssey Advisory Group
Dave and Katherine Patterson
PNCI Construction
Wanda Putnam
Redlands Lions Club
Rockslide Brew Pub
San Juan Healthcare Foundation
Jose DeJesus H. Seda
Dan and Lisa Sharp
Bill and Jeanne Sisson
Skyline Contracting
Robert Stefanik
Steven and Holly Teixeira
Texas J & A Service
Bruce Thompson
Uncompahgre Valley Water Users
Yeulin and Rose Willett

**DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS**

**$1,000–$2,499**

A360 Insurance Company
Acom
Rick and Staci Adleman
Adolfson & Peterson Construction
Advanced Concrete of Colorado
William and Jennifer Aker
Grant and Ami Almquist
Alpine Autohaus
Lee and Kay Ambrose
Anonymous (2)
B&B Electric
Brett and Rachel Armour
Nancy Arnold
Arbaney Cattle Company & Livestock
Arts Campus at Willits
B&H Sports
Charles and Velda Bailey
Joseph Baker
Bank of the San Juans
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Bennett Wagner & Grody Architects
Gary and Robbie Berlin
Big O Tires of Western Colorado
Bou-Matar Engineering
Clifford and Kay Britton
Buffalo Wild Wings
Caerus Oil & Gas
Candlewood Suites, Grand Junction
Ronna Capra
Cory and Shelly Carlson
Ben and Maxine Carnes
Carpetime
Daniel Carroll
The late Phyllis Carroll
CC Enterprises – Traffic Control Specialists
CH Reece Real Estate
Rod and Nina Christ
Church of the Nativity
Coldwell Banker Commercial
Janice Copeland
Mitch and Leah Copeland
Barbara Cotting
Courtyard by Marriott Residence Inn, Golden
Crossroads to Health & Fitness
John Crouch
Delta Building Center
Delta County Memorial Hospital
Delta Disaster Services of Western Colorado
Jason and Tara Dennison
Dental Associates of Grand Junction
David and Patricia Deters
Dickey Couch Excavating
Discount Tire
Doris Denker Wheelchair Sports Foundation
Doubletree by Hilton
Richard Doubrava
Robert and Terry Drury
Werner Duecker
Dustin and Lynn Duncan
Erik Ebbesen
Estate of Elizabeth Eddy
EIS Solutions
Encore Electric
Curtis Englehart
Enzo’s Pizzeria & Italian Cafe
Roy and Susan Erb
Hilleary Everist
Fairway Independent Mortgage
Terry and Beverly Farina
William and Tina Fell
Kay Ferris
Fiesta Guadalajara
Freda Roof Memorial Scholarship Fund
Friendly Rod’s Recycling
Lee and Sally Gaglione
Richard Garmany
Gelato Junction
Lowell and Susan Gilbert
David and Pamela Goffredi
Jeff and Lori Grady
Grand Junction Chapter SPEBSQSA
Grand Junction Pipe & Supply
Grand Junction Volkswagen
Grand Mesa Chorus of Sweet Adelines, International
Grand Valley Medical Imaging
Grand Valley Water Users Association
Mayra Gutierrez
Kurtis and Carla Haas
Halliburton
Chris and Nikki Hanks
Deborah Hannigan
Dean and Mary Harris
Tyler Harris
Edwin and Harriet Hawkins
Megan Hawkins
Rick Hayes
Toni Heiden-Moran and Michael Moran
Keith and Annette Hejl
Hilltop Community Resources
John and Penny Hopkins
Horizon Drive Car Wash
Hoskin, Farina, & Kampf
Harry and Joann Hotimsky
ICA Consulting Services
Impact Promotional Products
Insight Financial Solutions
James Jackson
Ron and Anne Jacobs
Juli Jacobson
John and Kathleen Jefferson
Robert and Louann Jenkins
JGMS
Verner Johnson
Phillip and Melissa Jones
Mary Linda Jost
Austin and Lauren Kaiser
Bill and Veronica Kappel
Richard and Abby Kaul
Loralee Kerr
Randall and Yun Kim
Kimbrough & Company
Dennis and Lorie King
Suzanne Kupelian
LK Ranch Livestock
Steve Laiche

Donors and Scholars event on September 12, 2018
Above: Donors Ed and Lois Gardner with two scholarship recipients.
Left: Muriel Myers greeted by CMU President Tim Foster.
Far left: Jaylena Dayvault with a scholarship recipient and fellow donor.
Roger Lambrecht  
David Lame  
Christy Lausch  
Gerd and Barbara Leopoldt  
Lithko Contracting  
Craig and Joanna Little  
Cristal Loehr  
Paul and Trudy Lopez  
Kevin and Katie Love  
Herman Lucero  
Mark and Sarah Luker  
Daniel and Jean MacDonald  
Bonnie MacEvoy  
Daniel and Hazel MacKendrick  
Christopher and Trish Mahre  
Glenn Mallory  
Michael Mansheim and  
Billy Shepherd  
MARK Construction  
Bette Martin  
Curt and Laurie Martin  
Scott and Lisa Martin  
Russ and Linda Martin  
Darrel and Janet Mattivi  
Casper Maurer  
Christine Maxbauer  
McAlister’s Deli  
Michael and Paula McCormick  
Les McPherson  
Eric R. McCosker  
Mesa Systems  
Sam and Liz Meyer  
Donald and Joan Meyers  
Donna Miller  
Laura Miller  
Tamera Minnick  
Montrose Forest Products  
Montrose Memorial Hospital  
Stephen and Tricia More  
Kris Mort  
Natural Concepts Furniture  
Roy and Ruth Ness  
Vicki Noell  
Michael and Camille Olson  
Orchard Mesa Lions Club  
Oliver and Danny Patterick  
Patton’s Printing  
Tom and Monica Pederson  
Pemberton Trucking  
Jack and Karen Perrin  
Peterson Plumbing  
Gary and Kathyrn Pfeufer  
Timothy and Amber Pinnow  
Pioneer Materials West Slope  
Chuck and Deana Pipher  
Brian and Melissa Poletti  
Richard and Beverly Porter  
Thomas and Greta Pressler  
Dan and Janis Price  
Kevin and Jennette Price  
Tony and Sally Prinster  
Brent and Dana Prosser  
QED  
Suzanne Quamme  
Doug and Courtney Quimby  
Region 10 League for Economic Assistance and Planning  
Drew Rice  
Rocky Mountain Gun Club  
Rocky Mountain Section-American Association of Petroleum Geologists Foundation  
Gary and Judy Robison  
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference  
Rocky Mountain Orthopaedic Associates  
Bryan and Erin Rooks  
Noah and Carol Rosenberg  
Sanitary Supply Corporation  
Michael Santo  
Janet Scheevel  
Bruce and Laurie Schilling  
Charles and Karen Scoggin  
Scotty’s Muffler Lube Car Wash  
Ron and Merry Sechrist  
Sechrist Auto Body  
Harold Shaw  
Vaughn and Laverne Shell  
Shuman Peterson Appraisals  
Whittney Smythe-Smith  
Donald and Jean Snyder  
Anna St. Peter  
Greg Stevinson  
Katherine Stokes  
Strive  
Thaddeus Sutter  
Andrew and Elizabeth Tait  
Talbott Farms  
William Taylor  
Textbook Brokers  
Chuck and Roseanne Thenell  
Three D  
Timberline Bank  
John and Elvera Tomlinson  
Tour de Vineyards  
Tara Vagalatos  
Two Rivers Winery & Chateau  
Valley Restoration and Construction  
Venture Advocates  
Village Inn  
Derek and Adrianne Wagner  
Wagner Equipment Company  
Erin Ward  
Brent and Lynda Wareham  
Warehouse 25 sixty-five  
Wegener, Scarborough, Younge & Hockensmith  
Wells Fargo  
George Wheeler  
Kathryn M. Wilkinson  
Williams Companies  
Marla Williams  
Robert Wilson  
David and Jane Wing  
Hugh and Mary Wise  
Zach of Diamonds  
Robert and Leslie Zentner

Entrepreneurship Day keynote speaker and alumnus Matt Rissell presenting on April 3, 2019 and with his family above sporting CMU gear.
The CMU Foundation is capable of receiving a wide variety of assets depending upon your philanthropic goals. Often a donor only considers their income when envisioning the investment they are capable and comfortable making. Each donor’s circumstance is unique and a careful review of your assets, family and life obligations, and potential tax benefits can reveal the true level of impact you can provide students. When considering any gift planning, please seek the advice of your own legal, tax or financial professionals.

My parents valued education and encouraged me to attend college. I had to take on student debt but nowhere near the amount students find themselves responsible for today. They also encouraged me to be grateful, recognize that others weren’t always as fortunate and that my brother and I should help others whenever possible. That’s why I’m including support for the students of CMU in my estate plans.

– Anne Saunders
President Foster and CMU students attempted to break the record for the most double high fives in one minute. Visit CMU’s Facebook page to watch the video, posted May 3, 2019.